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ABSTRACT 

 

In this research, a precise mathematical model for VMI system consists of single vendor 

multiple retailers is derived. Specifically, a lacking point of many previous studies which 

was determining the inventory level at specific time point when retailers have unequal 

ordering cycles will be addressed. In order to develop the vendor holding cost function, a 

decision variable is introduced   to   determine   the   inventory   level   at specified time 

point. 

 

Total cost function for VMI system is also developed by combining the retailer cost function 

and vendor cost function which is solved by LINGO 17.0 program with the purpose of 

minimize the total cost. Moreover, numerical experiments and sensitivity analysis are 

conducted with the purpose of examine the performance of total cost function and other 

decision variables by varying the values of the input parameters. 

 

Keywords: Vendor managed inventory, Unequal ordering cycles for retailers, single 

vendor multiple retailer VMI system 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the thesis 

To be stay competitive in long run competition satisfaction of the customer and minimization 

of cost for production and distribution plays an important role. Supply chain management 

plays a significant role in achieving this target. Due to this reason research related to supply 

chain management has drawn more consideration of the researchers in the last decade. 

Determination of these researches is to enhance the coordination between the firms within 

the chain and to achieve better customer service level for the customers with the minimum 

supply chain cost. Effective integration of members in the supply chain has a big role in the 

success that firm will have in their daily businesses. This effective integration raised the 

requirement of the various coordination methods inside the supply chain and these methods 

are often directed by supply contracts. 

VMI (Vendor managed inventory) is a coordination mechanism which was adopted by many 

businesses such as Walmart, Campbell Soup, HP, Intel and Shell (Sawhney et al.,2006). 

Under VMI, vendor has the ability to control the lot sizes and timing of the replenishment 

and also have the access to the retailer’s inventory and demand facts. Thus VMI has been 

identified as one of the most effective method of improving the integration between firms 

within the supply chain. Also, VMI helps to avoid excessive ordering cost since retailer is 

monitoring its inventory and assigning the orders with the vendor whenever its necessary. 

VMI also benefits in reducing ordering, inventory and transportation costs and improving in 

areas like service levels, planning of the production and accuracy of the forecasting (Mateen 

Kumar,2014). 

In order to gain the maximum benefit out of VMI, the vendor always tends to ship products 

in larger quantities to the retailer’s warehouses in order to reduce the transportation fee in 

addition to the number of shipments (Hariga et al.,2013).  However, VMI agreements include 

the storage limitations at the retailer’s warehouses and typically this is set identical to the 

economic order quantity (EOQ) followed by a dedicated storage policy.  Therefore, 

maximizing the efficiency of a VMI model can be greater advantage to the cost reduction in 

any supply chain. 

Advantages like minimization of data entry errors since communication is mostly done 

through computer to computer, much better improvement in service to the end customer, 

minimization of bullwhip effect and stabilized the timing of purchasing order have been 

drawing more attention towards the studies related to VMI recently. But development and 

optimization of mathematical models for VMI systems get complex and tough when there 

are multiple retailers present. Determine the inventory level at specific time is a difficult task 

in multi-retailer systems. So, many studies were tending to assume constant inventory 

replenishment pattern which is not real life situation. In this study, we focus on dealing with 

some lacking points of previously studied researches and provider better solution for VMI 

model. 
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1.2 Problem statement 

 

When we consider the performance improvement of the inventory system, the collaboration 

between vendor and retailer has drew a great deal of consideration and many studies have 

been conducted on the different integration methods. In the beginning of 1980’s studies on 

VMI were carried out concerning joint economic lot sizing model for single-vendor single 

retailer with a lot for lot policy and at the end of 1980’s, researches were tend to relax the 

guess of lot-for-lot policy. In 1998, Vishwanathan and his team focused on lot sizing model 

for a single-vendor single-retailer system with lot-for-lot policy and without lot-for-lot 

policy. He and his team were able to prove that none of above two methods can give the 

optimal solution for all possible parameters. In 2004, Ouyang et al. suggested a model for 

single-vendor single-retailer integration with the hypothesis that lead time demand is 

stochastic and the lead time can be decreased at an additional charge. But most of those 

studies were dedicated on joint lot sizing and vendor-buyer integration, multiple buyers case 

was ignored in most of the situations. 

 

In early 2000’s, authors were start to focus on multiple buyer’s scenarios since it is the most 

practical situation in the industry. In 2002 Yang and Wee proposed a model related to 

multiple buyers’ situation for the first time and in 2003 they extended their study to include 

raw material inventory. Recently in 2014, Mateen and Kumar came up with a model to 

analyze the single-vendor multiple-retailer supply chains. They also highlighted that 

implementing VMI can save transportation cost inside the supply chain. Hariga et al., (2013) 

also proposed a VMI model under contractual storage contract. 

 

When researchers consider the case of multiple retailers with unequal order cycles, variation 

of the inventory stages intended for the vendor difficult to determine. Because over the time 

inventory replenishment is not constant like the case when only one retailer is present or 

multiple retailers present with the same order cycle.  So, determining the inventory holding 

cost function was challenging in the case of multiple retailers with unequal order cycles. In 

the study of the Hariga et al., (2013) this was noted clearly. In this study, they considered a 

single-vendor and two retailers. Retailers’ had their own ordering cycle so that inventory 

replenishment at the vendor is not constant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Variation of the inventory levels over time for a single vendor and two 

retailers (Hariga et al.,2013) 
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the graph used to derive the total cost function in Hariga et al.’s study. 

When they derive the model for the total cost they assumed that retailer 1 and retailer 2 will 

get more than one delivery in every vendor’s delivery phase. 

 

Therefore, cost function includes four terms which are, vendor ordering cost per unit time, 

total retailer’s ordering cost per unit time and vendor’s holding cost per unit time and total 

holding cost for the retailers. 

 

However, considering the derivation of holding cost of the vendor, in this research it is noted 

that the way it was derived is just an approximation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Approximated triangle area used (Left) and optimal area for the vendor’s 

inventory replenishment (Right) 

 

For more specific, Hariga et al., (2013) used the area under the triangle for deriving the 

expression of the vendor’s holding cost and they considered a constant slope for the 

inventory function which not so correct. 

 

This approach overestimated the holding cost at vendor due to the extra area considered. 

This will make the total cost be overestimated too. So, the final result will come with an 

error and the optimal solution derived is not correct. This problem will be addressed in the 

research proposed here. 
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1.3 Objectives 

 

This research aims at deriving an exact mathematical model to find an ideal or 

near ideal solution for the vendor managed inventory system when multiple 

retailers are present. The optimal solution will be determined so as to reduce the 

total cost w i t h i n  t h e  supply chain. Specifically, the exact expression of holding 

cost of vendor, which has been overestimated in the work of Hariga et al., (2013) will 

be developed. 

 

1.4 Limitations and Scope 

 

The assumptions and limitations used in deriving process of the mathematical model are 

stated below. 

 

 Single-vendor and multiple-retailers with only one product. 

 Vendor orders the products from an external supplier with infinite supply capacity. 

 Holding cost per unit of vendor is higher than retailer’s holding cost per unit. 

 Shortages are not permitted for the vendor. 

 No delays in the deliveries hence lead time is insignificant. 

 Retailer’s inventory information is shared with the vendor and vendor is allowed to 

access  the retailer’s inventory information. 

 Ordering cycles for the retailers may not be identical and they may be replenished   

more than one time in a vendor cycle 
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                                                  CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Aim of this study is to derive a vendor managed inventory model for a multi-retailer single- 

vendor supply chain network. Consequently, literature review will be conducted only on the 

previous studies carried out by researchers in related to the single vendor multi-retailer 

networks. 

 

2.1 Supply chain incorporation in VMI 

 

Effectiveness of the VMI system heavily depends on the coordination and sharing 

information be- tween the vendor and retailers. In common practice, retailers share their 

demand and inventory level statistics with their vendors called information sharing, so that 

vendors be able to be manage the actions on the inventory control and purchasing function 

from the retailers which is called process integration. 

 

2.1.1    Information sharing 

 

Bullwhip effect is the main reason which cause the inventory shortages and overages inside 

a firm due to the demand variations. Proper information distribution inside supply chain can 

minimize the consequence of bullwhip effect (Cachon et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2000). 

Minimizing the bullwhip effect will result in low inventory levels and decreased cycle times. 

Hence minimizing the bullwhip effect will improve the performance inside the sully chain. 

 

There are number of studies has been carried out which shows the importance of sharing 

information through VMI or such similar programs. Early studies showed that supportive 

relationships can enhance between firm and its supplier by developing economic-lot-size 

model and it can enhance the total cost performance. Another research showed that in VMI 

system, vendor’s real inventory constraint is partially found by the parameters of the 

shipment release policy in use (Yao and Evers, 2007). So that information sharing is very 

serious factor for the achievements of any firm. It is also a key factor when VMI systems are 

implemented as well. 

 

2.1.2    Supply chain integration 

 

With the growth of the information and technology it was expected that integration of 

adjacent firms will get much closer than previously. Systems like VMI, CRP, quick response 

and JIT were the most effective ways to make proper integration between firms and these 

strategies make supply and demand very smoothly between firms. 

 

Based on the studies have been carried out in the retail clothing an early study was able to 

prove that quick response cause significance performance improvements inside the firm 

(Palmer and Lynne, 2000). When it comes to the JIT, many studies proved that JIT can 

minimize the logistic costs very effectively through re-engineering the process (Dong and 

Carter, 2001). 
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However, many studies were able to prove that only supply integration cannot effect in 

advantages for both vendors and retailers. A retailer’s inventory cost may be minimized due 

to single factor that the costs are shifted towards the vendor.  Also suppliers benefit from JIT 

only in the situation where they have low ordering cost compared to their retailers and high 

holding costs (Yao and Evers, 2007). 

 

When it comes to the VMI, it brings more advantages to the supply chain rather than JIT, 

CRP and quick response. In a supply chain without VMI, the supplier is not able to observe 

the consumer demand directly. He observes indirectly over the buyer’s ordering rule. But 

with vendor managed inventory consumer’s demand data directly sent to the supplier’s 

information system.  So that integration is much more effective with VMI rather than other 

methods. This is the main reason behind that VMI gained so much attention in last decade 

and so on. Because its ability make integration more effective. 

 

2.2  Empirical (Modeling and simulation) studies on the importance of the VMI   

 

Studies based on modeling and simulation of VMI have revealed that VMI certainly help to 

minimize the bullwhip effect (Disney et al., 2003), even the enhancement would be 

additionally noticeable with slowly growing products (Kaipia et al., 2002) with smaller 

production cycle at the manufacturing seller and greater share of vendor managed inventory 

sales (Waller et al., 1999).  VMI also allows suppliers to have more time for their operations 

and additionally, supply chain expenses are minimized when vendors use vendor managed 

inventory to make customer deliveries stronger and solid (Cetinkaya et al., 2000). But some 

studies show that VMI is not always beneficial for the suppliers. Xu and Dong (2002) has 

shown in their analysis that VMI invariability results in higher customer revenues but that 

vendor’s revenues vary.  VMI will bring additional benefit to the suppliers in the long term 

operations when customers increase their purchases. On the other hand, Lee and Chu (2005) 

were able to show that VMI can be beneficial to the vendors assuming certain inventory 

levels and the benefits will be extended to the buyer as well. 

 

Unlike modeling studies, theoretical and conceptual papers about VMI heavily rely on 

anecdotal evidence (Holweg et al., 2005). Reason for depend on unreliable evidence was 

that, empirical studies on VMI are insufficient and far between. The leading study question 

raised by the empirical studies on vendor managed inventory has concerned about the effect 

of VMI. Clearly it can be observed that many past studies not try to differentiate the buyer 

and supplier viewpoint or concern on one viewpoint (Dong et al., 2014). This is a noticeable 

weak point of study on vendor managed inventory and indeed it has can be consider as 

further research point on theoretical and conceptual studies based on VMI. Below table 

represent the more studies based on VMI and key findings of those researches. 
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Table 2.1: Empirical research based on VMI 

 

Study Approach Highlighted key findings 

Sari (2007) Benefits of VMI on 

four- level supply 

chain from vendor to 

retailer 

1) Supplier at upstream limits the advantages 

of VMI 

 

2) Level of unreliability is higher than or 

equal to the VMI benefits 

 

3) If lead time ratio of supplier and retailer are 

same VMI benefits does not depend on the 

lead time 

Yao (2007) Analyze VMI on 

single   retailer single 

vendor supply chain 

Cost reduction on inventory in vendor managed 

inventory depends on two proportions: 

Supplier/buyer ordering and inventory holding 

cost 

Rajagopalan 

(2008) 

Approach of sharing    

inventory cost within 

two level supply chain 

with VMI 

Different inventory management policies to 

improve supply chain performance 

Arqum/Ashis 

(2014) 

Study different 

analytical models for 

coordinated via VMI in 

single echelon sup- ply 

chain 

1) VMI system can minimize costs    

significantly than independent functioning 

 

2) With   operation   conditions, benefits from 

VMI differs 

 

3) All parties inside the chain won’t get 

equal benefits from the VMI 

Yugang/Zheng 

(2011) 

Develop a model to 

compute total 

inventory cost and 

declining cost for 

worsening raw 

materials and products. 

Develop math models 

of inventory costs for 

vendor and retailer 

with partial 

backordering 

 
 

1) Deterioration can cause for growth the 

entire cost by 40 

 

2) Extra focus must be given to the finished 

products than raw materials since those 

finished products will be stored inside 

retailer’s storages 

 

3) Introduction of a new retailer won’t    

effect for other retailers in terms of product 

replenishment 
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 Fateh/Reza 

(2011) 

Develop math model for 

single echelon system with 

partial back-ordering 

Implementing VMI can minimize total cost in- 

side supply chain and improve the production 

rates 

Arqum/Ashis 

(2014) 

Study different analytical 

models for coordinated via 

VMI in single echelon sup- 

ply chain 

 
 

1) VMI system can minimize costs      

significantly than independent 

functioning 

 

2) All parties won’t get equal benefits 

from the VMI 

Hariga/Gumus 

(2013) 

Develop a mixed integer 

nonlinear program to     

reduce the joint related 

inventory costs with 

storage limitations. 

Proposed experiential  method to resolve the 

developed optimization issue under 

contractual storage agreement by syncing the 

vendor’s and retailer’s cycle times 

Kannan (2014)          Develop   a   math model to 

decrease the system 

expenses by comparing the 

performances of traditional 

and VMI systems 

1) Implementation of VMI with SS for 

SKU handling result in overall supply 

chain cost 

 

2) When additional buyers buy the same 

product from the vendor, chance of 

determining the demand and decide 

about the replenishment dates become 

easier. 

 

3) Adjusted Silver-Meal heuristic 

provides improved cost saving than the 

least unit cost heuristic 
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2.3  VMI model for single and multi-echelon supply chain 

 

VMI system is categorized as a” Pull” replenishment practice designed to minimize the delay 

time in response from the vendor to the demand. VMI has been defined as a cooperative 

method between retailer and vendor to enhance the stocks at lowest possible cost to both 

parties. Studies on VMI has been motivated in many perspectives by the researchers. For 

example, using simulation inventory man- agreement and demand forecasting have been 

examined at the manufacturer and retailer and concluded that it helped to minimize the stock 

outs (Fisher and Cachon, 1997). 

 

In another study (Cheung and Lee, 2002) researchers considered single vendor multiple 

retailer sys- tem which face the random demand patterns. Authors of this study examined 

two-information established Supply chain efforts: Practice of retailer’s knowledge on 

inventory position to manage and attain truck load deliveries and practice the similar info to 

steady the retailer’s stocking status. 

 

Another study showed that, in traditional supply chain because of less information sharing 

among firms’ cooperation is lacking within the members in the supply chain. So that the 

relationship among customers and vendors is restricted to vendor filling customer orders 

(Gavirenini et al., 2001). 

 

2.3.1    Single-vendor single retailer models 

 

Considerable amount of studies has been appeared in last few decades associated to vendor-

retailer synchronization.  In his early revisions (1976 - 1977), Goyal et al., proposed that 

objective of the joint economic lot-size model is to reduce the total costs related to vendor 

and retailer. After Goyal, the model was more generalized by Banerjee (1986a, b), Goyal et 

al., (1988) and by Gupta in 1989. Main assumption took into consideration of these studies 

was that contractual agreement conveys the flawless balance of power exist among vendor 

and the retailer. 

 

After several years later (1997 - 1999), Hill et al., contributed to the VMI studies by focusing 

on a model to minimize the entire cost for every annually for the vendor-retailer system.  

Basic hypothesis which was taken into consideration was that vendor knows retailer’s 

demand and his order cycle. Accordingly, developed model can be useful when co-operation 

among the two sides occurs. 

 

Another study of Goyal et al., (2000) was recommended an enhancement to the method for 

the ideal policy for single-vendor single-retailer incorporated manufacture-inventory 

arrangement take into account the capability limitation found by the transport apparatus. 

 

Zavenella and Valentini, (2003) proposed an industrial case and performance study of 

consignment stock and Zavanella and Braglia, (2003) suggested a performance assessment 

and associated analyt- ical methodology of the CS policy. Furthermore, a full analytical 

solution was provided by Zanoni and Grubbstrom, (2004). 

 

Hariga and Daya, (2004) assumed that lead time is changing linearly with the lot size and 

they relaxed the assumption of deterministic demand.  They take into account that lead time 

is a composition of lot-size- reliant on run time and persistent interruption times. 
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With the intention of reduce the total cost of ordering or setup, in an inventory system 

operates under incontrollable lead-time among vendor and retailer, Goyal and Hoque, (2006) 

proposed a heuristic solution procedure. Hill and Omar, (2006) offered an analytical solution 

for single-vendor single retailer incorporated manufacture-inventory issue and deliver some 

enhancements to the CS case by summarizing the research done by Goyal and Hoque, 

(2006). In here they considered different dimensions within the replenishment cycle. 

 

Many researchers tried to develop mathematical models for dissimilar sides of VMI systems. 

Lee and Cetinkaya, (2000) proposed a mathematical model for take transportation decisions 

and coordinate the inventory in the VMI system. Lee et al., (2004) studied VMI systems with 

capacity limitations. Also Dai et al., (2004) proposed a methodical model to measure the 

service level with VMI. Wang and Zhou, (2007) proposed a model for the instance with 

shortages acceptable for the purchaser only. This paper was likewise proposed a production-

inventory model for worsening products. 

 

Finally, Sarmah et al., (2006) present literature review dealing with retailer-vendor 

coordination models, under a deterministic environment, categorizing them and recognizing 

the serious problems and further investigation directions. 

 

2.3.2    Single-vendor single retailer models 

 

Single-vendor multiple-buyer have been discussed by number of other authors since it is 

more practical situation to be occurred. Piplani and Vishwanathan (2001) proposed a strategy 

which is vendor states the common replenishment periods inside the SC. Lee and Cheung 

(2002) address the issue of a vendor dealing with several retailers within diverse efforts.  

Furthermore, Siajadi et al., (2006) analyzed about joint economic lot size for single-vendor 

multiple-retailer issue and proposed a new methodology to overcome the existing issues. 

Moreover, Zhanga et al., (2007) established a mathematical model for integrated single-

vendor multiple-retailer VMI system. Liang et al., (2009) studied about pricing, optimizing 

advertising and inventory policies for VMI and proposed a Stackelberg model. Mantin and 

Almehdawe (2010) addressed the role of retailer vs manufacturer in such situations. Odah 

and Darwish (2010) considered deterministic demands under contractual storage agreements 

and presented a VMI model which all the retailers are restocked in the similar phase. 

Daghfous et al., (2014) and Goyal et al., (2013) consider and analyzed VMI system with 

multiple retailers with different replenishment cycles. Senthilkumar et al., (2013) examined 

the profits of VMI system when vendor and retailers are owned by the same organization. 

Some of these studies also abled to prove that adaptation of VMI can lead to reduce total 

cost inside the system significantly. 

 

Many studies developed the mathematical models for VMI system under single-vendor 

multiple retailer situations. Darwish and Odah (2009) well-thought-out a single-vendor 

multiple-buyer system functioning under VMI. Influence of this paper is dual. First they 

developed a mathematical model for single-vendor multiple-retailer case under VMI 

operation. In specific, vendor managed inventory contractual agreement is clearly integrated 

in the model. Beneath these kind of contract agreement supplier will be penalized if he 

exceeds the upper limit of the retailer inventory level.  Secondly they developed an effective 

solution system for this complex model. 

 

Mateen and Kumar (2014) proposed models for several coordination tactics which a single-

vendor multiple-retailer system can be operate under VMI system. In VMI model 1 they 
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assumed that vendor sends shipments to each retailer cyclically so that there will be n number 

of supplies to one retailer in a sole production cycle. In VMI model 2 they considered the 

situation where vendor replenish the all retailers at the same time. Advantage of VMI model 

2 is that vendor can save transportation cost since he restocks the all retailers at the same 

time. VMI model 3 is similar to the model 2 except deliveries will reach the retailer only 

when retailer exhaust the existing stocks. Prior to that vendor store the products in his 

warehouses. Unlike previous three cases in model 4, delivered batch sizes to the retailer is 

not uniform. They considered a situation where size of the batch increase by factor “x” each 

time. 

 

Table 2.2: Recent studies based on VMI systems 

 

Paper System Highlighted key findings 

Evers, Yao (2007) SV-SB VMI system may generate benefits as long 

as ratios Order cost vendor/Order cost retailer 

and Carrying cost vendor/ Carrying cost   

retailer are favorable. 

Kuik, Verheijen (2007) SV-SB Transportation costs and replenishment timing 

plays a crucial role in saving costs in VMI     

systems 

M.Gumus (2008) SV-SB Depending on the cost sharing method, model 

may be beneficial to the both parties 

Zanoni, Zavanella SV-MB VMI advantages depends on several factors as 

below: 
 

1) Order cost trade-off and setup 
 

2) Production rate 
 

3) Demand rate 

Hui, Tsao (2010) SV-SB Set the boundaries to the different conditions 

proposed by Yao (2007) and Van (2007) 

Gumus, Jewkes (2010) SV-SB VMI savings depend on cost trade-offs 

Darwish and Odah (2010) SV-MB Stock upper threshold forced by the retailer is 

a critical factor in terms of protecting the 

latter’s comforts 

Hassisni, Hariga (2013) SV-MB Cyclic replenishment policy can save more 

cost than successive replenishment policy 

Li and Huang (2012) SV-MB Comparative holding cost difference between 

vendor and the retailer is a key point to derive 

profits from VMI 
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2.3.3    Vendor managed inventory under stochastic demand 

 

Stochastic demand pattern is very common occurring scenario in realistic situations and 

modelling to observe the demand variation come to be more complex than deterministic 

situation. Identifying the time fluctuating stochastic form in the replenishment policy is a 

vital reason for minimize the total cost. Variability in the demand can occur when multiple 

retailers place orders with different quantities. This scenario was analyzed by Cachon et al. 

(1999) and he concluded that this variability at the vendor can be minimized by either 

limiting the order intervals or making the order frequency constant. Makond and Wang, 

(2011) considered a two level supply chain and addressed the issue of facility location and 

task allocation against stochastic demand. Proposed algorithm by this research was able to 

yield a nearly optimal solution for this scenario.  Niaki et al., (2013) analyzed a supply chain 

with joint single vendor-buyer underneath fuzzy lead time and stochastic demand, which 

reduced the total cost by identifying the reorder point and order quantity optimally. Below 

table represent the studies carried out for VMI replenishment policies under stochastic 

demand. 

 

Table 2.3: VMI replenishment policy studies under stochastic demand 

 

Author Demand 

form 

Replenishment 

policy 

Controlled 

factors 

Supply chain 

level 

Lee, Cetinkaya 

(2000) 

Stochastic Continuous Order quantity 

Dispatch rate 

One vendor 

n retailers 

Zha, Xu (2008) Stochastic Continuous Order quantity 

Order level 

One vendor 

n retailers 

Zamolo, Toni 

(2005) 

Stochastic Continuous Target stock 

Order quantity 

One vendor 

One retailer 

Leung, Dong 
 
(2009) 

Stochastic Continuous Order quantity 

Production 

capacity 

One vendor 

n retailers 

Sari (2008) Stochastic Periodic review Order quantity 

Routes/day    

Number of 

vehicles/day 

one distributor 

one retailer 

Dresner, Yao 

(2008) 

Stochastic Periodic review Order quantity 

Safety stock 

One vendor 

one retailer 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

 

In this chapter, the methodology applied in the study will be presented. The flowchart of the 

methodology is presented in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1: Methodology flowchart 

 

Detailed steps of the methodology are as below 

 

 Step 1: Study previous researches on VMI and define problem statement. 

 

 Step 2: Derive the total cost function with following components: Vendor ordering 

cost/unit time, total retailer’s ordering cost/unit time, vendor’s holding cost/unit 

time and total holding cost for the retailers. 

 

 Step 3: Validate the model by numerical experiments and sensitivity analysis to 

observe the consequence of the input parameters on the optimal solution. 

 

 Step 4:  Conclusions about research and provide additional recommendations for 

future researches. 
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3.1 Development of the mathematical model for single vendor multiple retailer VMI 

system 

 

This study focus on a VMI system consist of multiple retailers with unequal replenishment 

cycle times. in order to describe the VMI system and to develop the total cost function for 

vendor and retailers, the following notations are used. 

 

i
i       =      Index for retailers 

j                                         =      Time index 

D

rt                                  =      Basic delivery cycle time from vendor to retailer 

rif                                 

it                                  =      D

r rit f  : Replenishment cycle time of retailer i  

iq  =      Order quantity of retailer i  

RiOC  =      Ordering cost of retailer i  

rH  =      Holding cost of retailer i  per replenishment cycle time 

uviP  =      Ordering cost of retailer i  

urP  =      Ordering cost of vendor 

rih  =      Holding cost of retailer i  per unit per time unit 

vh  =      Holding cost of vendor per unit per time unit 

M  =      Least common multiple of rif  

K  =      Integer number represent that for how many delivery cycles in one  

         replenishment cycle of vendor 

vt  =      Basic delivery cycle of vendor 

Q  =      Order quantity of vendor 

 

Total cost function includes retailer’s ordering and holding cost with vendor’s procurement 

and holding cost.  In next step mathematical model for retailer and vendor will be developed.  

First cost functions will be developing for one vendor and three retailer VMI system. Then 

it will be extended for a more general case in order to make the model usable for any 

scenario. 

 

3.2 Total cost function for retailers 

 

Consider three retailer system with each retailer has replenishment cycle times 

1 2 3, 2  and 3D D D

r r rt t t t t t    respectively. Each retailer has order quantities 1 2 3, ,q q q  

respectively as well. Figure 3.2 represent the replenishment cycle times and order quantities 

of three retailers with two basic deliver cycles of the vendor. 

 

 

 

 

=      Integer number represent that for how many basic delivery cycles,                

        inventory of item should delivered to retailer from vendor           
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Figure 3.2: Three retailers with their replenishment cycles for two basic delivery 

cycles of the vendor 

 

Regardless of the order quantity, order cost will be a unique constant value for each 

retailer. Holding cost for each retailer can be calculated by multiplying the area under the 

triangle which represent the inventory holding time period by the holding cot per unit per 

unit time. Equation 3.1 represent the ordering cost and Equation 3.2 represent the inventory 

holding cost. 

 

 (3.1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             (3.2) 

 

 

So that total cost for m number of retailers per unit time can be calculated as stated in 

Equation 3.3 

 

 

 

(3.3) 

 

 

In next step total cost function for the vendor will be developed. Total cost function of vendor 

consists of total holding cost and total procurement cost. 
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3.3 Total cost function for vendor 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

Figure 3.3: Inventory replenishment pattern at vendor 

 

Figure 3.3 illustrate the case of three retailers where each retailer has replenishment cycle 

time 1,2,3rif   and 2K  . Many previous studies carried out were tend to assume the 

inventory replenishment pattern at the vendor as a constant slope which is not the case as 

illustrated in this figure. In order to determine which retailer order which point in time, we 

define decision variables as j

iX ’s as follows 

 

 

(3.4) 

 

It is noted that, 

 

 

 (3.5) 

 

 

Inventory level at vendor 

Retailer 1 

Retailer 2 

Retailer 3 

D

v rt Mt D

v rt Mt

2 vt

1 ; if a deliver occurs at the end of period 
For retailer  : = ;  0,1,2....., 1

0 ; no deliver occurs at the end of period 

j

i

j
i X j KM

j

 
  

 

1 ; if (  mod  ) 0
= 

0 ; if (  mod  ) > 0

rij

i

ri

j f
X

j f

 
 
 

Q

Time 

Inventory level 
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j  represents the specific point in time and to determine whether a retailer orders or not at a 

specified time point we calculate the (  mod )i

rj f . If retailer orders at that time point 

(  mod )i

rj f returns 0 and if the retailer does not order at that time point (  mod )i

rj f will return 

a remainder. As an example consider time point 4 in replenishment cycle of the vendor in 

Figure 3.3. If we take the (4 mod 1) for retailer 1, (4 mod 2 ) for retailer 2 and (4mod 3) for 

retailer 3 and j

iX  will return 4

1 0X   , 4

2 0X    and 4

3 1X   respectively for the three retailers. 

So according to our decision variable we can determine that at time point 4 retailer 1 and 2 

orders but retailer 3 does not orders. Following this theory, we can develop the general 

equation to calculate the remaining inventory level at vendor at any time point which was a 

lacking point in many previous researches. 

 

So that inventory level at vendor by the end of each period: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

By adding above terms together formula can be developed for remaining inventory at the 

end of any specified point in time as below: 
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So that general formula to calculate remaining inventory at any specified time period for m 

number of retailers can be defined as: 

 

 

 (3.6) 

 

 

Using the Equation 3.6, in next step formula for the total inventory holding cost will be 

developed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  (3.7) 

 

By adding procurement cost to the total inventory holding cost, total cost function of vendor 

for one replenishment cycle can be found. It is noted that procurement cost for vendor is 

always a constant. 

 

 

 (3.8) 

 

 

 (3.9) 

 

 

So that total cost per unit time for vendor and retailer can be written as in Equation 3.12.  

 

 

 

 (3.10) 

 

 

 

 (3.11) 

 

 

 

 

(3.12) 

3

1 0
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n

j
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1

0
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KM
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CHAPTER 4 

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS  

 

In this chapter, developed mathematical model will be assessed using numerical example. 

Using LINGO 17.0 platform, the optimal solution for the example was found. 

 

4.1 Numerical experiment 

 

The numerical example discussed here is about a VMI system consists of three retailers and 

one vendor. Demand pattern of the product for each retailer is assumed constant throughout 

the time horizon (stationary demand). Data given to the LINGO 17.0 program is presented 

in below table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1: Input parameters for the total cost function 

 

Symbol Description R1 R2 R3 

iR
 

Demand rate for retailer i  50 70 80 

uviP
 

Ordering cost for retailer  i  180 200 150 

urP
 

Procurement cost for 

vendor 

450 

rih
 

Holding cost of retailer i  1 3 2 

vh
  

Holding cost for vendor 4 

 

These values are then given as input values to the computer program in order to calculate 

the total cost of the VMI system per unit time based on equation developed in previous 

methodology section. All constraints were taken into the consideration when numerical 

experiment was conducted and optimal values were found for the objective function as 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

The objective function was found by using LINGO 17.0 and results found are: 

The value of the objective function = 4690 
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Table 4.2: Optimal values of the variables associated to vendor and retailers 

 

 

Optimal values for decision variables are presented in Table 4.2 in which 3K   indicates 

that the vendor place order per every 3 basic delivery cycles. Optimal replenishment cycle 

times for retailers are obtained as 1,2 and 3, respectively. In next section, investigation of 

effect of input parameters to the decision variables will be carried out. 

 

4.2 Analysis of the effect of the input parameters to decision Variables and total   

cost per unit time 

 

In this section, the effect of input parameters is discussed one by one on variables 

 

4.2.1    The effect of change in vendor ordering cost (    ): 

 

In this section, the effect of vendor ordering cost is examined. The vendor ordering cost is 

changed from 250 to 650 while other parameters in the base case are kept intact. The results 

are presented in table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Vendor ordering cost sensitivity analysis      

 

From the results in Table 4.3, it can be observed that when we increase the vendor ordering 

cost, the total cost per unit time increases. The change in vendor order cost also affect the 

Symbol Description R1 R2 R3 

rif  Number of basic delivery 

cycles for delivery of item 

from vendor to retailer i    

1 2 4 

vt   Basic delivery cycle of 

vendor 

4 

D

rt  Basic delivery cycle time 

from vendor to retailer i  

1 

K  No. of delivery cycles in 

one replenishment cycle of 

the vendor 

3 

it  Replenishment cycle time 

of retailer i  

1 2 4 

iq   Order quantity of retailer i   50 140 320 

Q   Order quantity of vendor 

per replenishment cycle  

2400 

urP  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost per 

unit time 

250 2 2 4 4 1 3 2 2 4 100 140 320 2400 4573.33 

350 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4681.67 

450 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

500 2 2 3 6 1 2 2 2 3 100 140 240 2400 4754.16 

600 2 2 3 6 1 2 1 2 4 100 140 240 2400 4762.50 

650 1 2 3 6 1 2 1 2 3 50 140 240 2400 4866.67 

urP
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order quantities of retailers and the number of basic delivery cycles from vendor to retailers, 

however, it has no effect on replenishment cycle and order quantities of vendor.     

4.2.2    The effect of change in retailer ordering cost ( uviP ): 

 

In order to investigate the effect of retailer ordering cost, ordering cost of the retailers are 

changed one by one while keeping the other parameters intact in the base case. Obtained 

results are presented in below tables.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Table 4.4: Retailer ordering cost sensitivity analysis with respect to order cost of 

retailer 1 

 

1uvP  2uvP  3uvP  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost 

per unit time 

170 200 150 2 3 3 6 1 2 2 3 3 100 210 240 2400 4560.83 

175 200 150 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4601.66 

180 200 150 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

185 200 150 1 2 3 6 1 2 1 2 3 50 140 240 2400 4704.16 

190 200 150 2 1 2 2 1 6 2  1 2 100 70 160 2400 4779.16 

 

As presented in Table 4.4, it can be observed that when we increase the order cost of retailer 

1, total cost per unit time increases. Also it affects the order quantities and number of basic 

delivery cycles from vendor to retailers. The change in retailer 1 ordering cost has no effect 

on the replenishment cycle and the order quantity of the vendor. 

 

Table 4.5: Retailer ordering cost sensitivity analysis with respect to order cost of 

retailer 2 

 

1uvP  2uvP  3uvP  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost 

per unit time 

180 190 150 3 3 2 6 1 2 3 3 2 150 210 160 2400 4562.50 

180 195 150 2 2 4 4 1 3 2 2 4 100 140 320 2400 4612.16 

180 200 150 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

180 205 150 1 2 2 2 1 6 1 2 2 50 140 160 2400 4756.66 

180 210 150 2 3 2 2 1 6 2  1 2 100 70 160 2400 4774.89 

 

As presented in Table 4.5, it can be observed that when we increase the order cost of retailer 

2, total cost per unit time increases. Also it affects the order quantities and number of basic 

delivery cycles from vendor to retailers. The change in retailer 2 ordering cost has no effect 

on the replenishment cycle and the order quantity of the vendor. 
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Table 4.6: Retailer ordering cost sensitivity analysis with respect to order cost of 

retailer 3 

1uvP  2uvP  3uvP  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost 

per unit time 

180 200 140 4 2 3 12 1 1 4 2 3 200 140 240 2400 4435.83 

180 200 145 3 2 3 6 1 2 3 2 3 150 140 240 2400 4527.50 

180 200 150 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

180 200 155 2 3 1 6 1 2 2 3 1 100 210 80 2400 4830.83 

180 200 160 2 3 2 2 1 6 2  1 2 100 70 160 2400 4840.83 

 

As presented in Table 4.6, it can be observed that when we increase the order cost of retailer 

3, similar to the last to cases total cost per unit time increases and order quantities and number 

of basic delivery cycles from vendor to retailer also get affected. The change in retailer 3 

ordering cost has no effect on the replenishment cycle and the order quantity of the vendor 

as well. 

 

From the above analysis, we can observe the trend that increase in retailer ordering cost will 

increase the total cost per unit time. It also effects the order quantities and number of basic 

delivery cycles from vendor to retailer. But vendor order quantity has no effect by the 

changes in retailer’s ordering cost. 

 

4.2.3    The effect of change in demand rate at retailers ( iR ): 

 

In this section, the effect of demand rate of retailers is examined. Demand rate of the retailers 

are changed one by one while keeping the other parameters intact in the base case. The 

results are presented in below tables.  

Table 4.7: Demand rate sensitivity analysis with respect to demand rate of retailer 1 

1R  2R  3R  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost 

per unit time 

45 70 80 1 3 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 45 210 240 1755 3466.38 

50 70 80 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

55 70 80 1 3 2 6 1 2 1 3 2 55 210 160 2460 4948.33 

60 70 80 2 2 4 4 1 3 2 2 4 120 140 320 2520 5256.97 

65 70 80 1 1 5 5 1 3 1 1 5 65 70 400 3225 5928.33 

 

Changes in the retailer 1’s demand rate affect the total cost per unit time as per in Table 4.7. 

When the demand rate increases, total cost per unit time also increases. Also vendor’s 

ordering quantity increases when we increase the demand rate of the retailer 1. Another key 

observation is that; replenishment cycle time of the vendor also changes when the demand 

rate of the retailer 1 increases. Other parameters relate to retailers such as replenishment 

cycle time and order quantity also get affected by the changes in the demand rate of the 

retailer 1. 
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Table 4.8: Demand rate sensitivity analysis with respect to demand rate of retailer 2 

1R  2R  3R  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost 

per unit time 

50 65 80 1 2 3 6 1 2 1 2 3 50 65 80 2340 3304.16 

50 70 80 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

50 75 80 3 5 1 15 1 1 3 5 1 150 375 80 3075 5289.50 

50 80 80 1 2 4 4 1 4 1 2 4 50 160 320 3360 5603.13 

50 85 80 3 3 6 6 1 3 3 3 6 150 255 480 3870 6095.27 

 

Changes in the retailer 2’s demand rate affect the total cost per unit time as per in Table 4.8. 

When the demand rate increases, total cost per unit time also increases. Also vendor’s 

ordering quantity increases when we increase the demand rate of the retailer 2.  Retailer’s 

replenishment cycle times and order quantities also affected by the changes in retailer 2’s 

demand rate. With the changes in retailer 2’s demand rate, vendor’s replenishment cycle 

time also changes accordingly. 

Table 4.9: Demand rate sensitivity analysis with respect to demand rate of retailer 3 

1R  2R  3R  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost 

per unit time 

50 70 75 1 1 3 3 1 3 1 1 3 50 70 225 1755 3479.72 

50 70 80 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

50 70 85 3 3 1 3 1 5 3 3 1 150 210 85 3075 5052.50 

50 70 90 2 4 4 4 1 4 2 4 4 100 280 360 3360 5588.13 

50 70 95 3 2 6 6 1 3 3 2 6 150 210 570 3870 6135.48 

 

When we change the retailer 3’s demand rate it affect the total cost per unit time, vendor’s 

and retailer’s ordering quantities as well as replenishment cycle time of the both vendor and 

retailers. 

So that we can observe a trend which is, when we increase the retailer’s demand eventually 

total cost per time unit and vendor’s ordering quantity increases. Also it effects the 

replenishment cycle time of both vendor and retailers. Another observation is that, changes 

in retailer’s demand rate also effect the retailer’s ordering quantities. 
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4.2.4    The effect of change in inventory holding cost at retailers  ( rih ): 

 

In this section, the effect of change in inventory holding cost at retailers is examined. 

Holding cost of the retailers are changed one by one while keeping the other parameters 

intact in the base case. The results are presented in below tables.  

Table 4.10: Retailer holding cost sensitivity analysis with respect to holding cost of 

retailer 1 

1rh  2rh  3rh  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost 

per unit time 

1 3 2 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

2 3 2 2 2 3 6 1 2 2 2 3 100 140 240 2400 4694.16 

3 3 2 3 2 1 6 1 2 3 2 1 150 140 80 2400 4708.35 

4 3 2 1 4 4 4 1 3 1 4 4 50 280 320 2400 4724.30 

5 3 2 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 360 2400 4756.12 

 

When we increase the inventory holding cost of retailer 1, it was noticed that total cost per 

unit time increases. It has no effect on the vendor ordering cost and replenishment cycle of 

the vendor. But changes in retailers holding cost affects the retailer’s order quantities and 

number of basic delivery cycles from vendor to retailers. 

Table 4.11: Retailer holding cost sensitivity analysis with respect to holding cost of 

retailer 2 

 

1rh  2rh  3rh  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost 

per unit time 

1 3 2 1 2 3 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

1 4 2 2 1 3 6 1 2 2 2 3 100 140 240 2400 4703.65 

1 5 2 2 2 1 2 1 6 3 2 1 150 140 80 2400 4719.87 

1 6 2 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 4 4 50 280 320 2400 4738.40 

1 7 2 1 1 3 3 1 4 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4769.63 

 

When we increase the inventory holding cost of retailer 2, it was noticed that total cost per 

unit time increases. It has no effect on the vendor ordering cost and replenishment cycle of 

the vendor. But changes in retailers holding cost affects the retailer’s order quantities and 

number of basic delivery cycles from vendor to retailers. 

Table 4.12: Retailer holding cost sensitivity analysis with respect to holding cost of 

retailer 3 

1rh  2rh  3rh  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost 

per unit time 

1 3 2 2 2 3 6 1 2 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 4 1 1 3 50 70 240 2400 4698.36 

1 3 4 3 2 1 6 1 2 3 2 1 150 140 80 2400 4711.47 

1 3 5 1 3 3 3 1 4 1 3 3 50 210 240 2400 4723.98 

1 3 6 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 50 140 240 2400 4745.86 
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When we increase the inventory holding cost of retailer 3, similar to the previous two cases 

total cost per unit time increases. Also it effects the retailer’s ordering quantities and 

replenishment cycle times. And it has no effect on the vendor ordering cost and the 

replenishment cycle time. 

 

4.2.5    The effect of change in inventory holding cost at vendor ( vh ): 

 

Table 4.13: Vendor holding cost sensitivity analysis 

 

vh  rif  vt  D

rt  K  
it  iq  Q  Total cost per 

unit time 

1 3 3 1 3 1 2 3 3 1 150 210 80 1200 1345.00 

3 1 2 3 6 1 1 1 2 3 50 140 240 1200 2118.33 

4 1 2 4 4 1 3 1 2 4 50 140 320 2400 4690.00 

8 2 3 3 6 1 1 2 3 3 100 210 240 1200 6679.17 

12 4 2 2 4 1 2 4 2 2 200 140 160 1600 7601.25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From table 4.13, it can be observed that when we increase the vendor holding cost, total cost 
per unit time increased as well. The change in vendor holding cost also affect the order 
quantity of the vendor and replenishment cycle time. Also it has an effect on the retailers 
ordering quantities and basic delivery cycles from vendor to retailers. 
 
 

 

In order to investigate the effect of change in inventory holding cost of vend, holding cost 
of the vendor is changed from 1 to 12 while other parameters in the base case are kept intact. 
The results are presented in Table 4.13. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1  Conclusions 

 

In this research, first of all we derived a method to help determine inventory level at a 

specific time point at vendor when multiple retailers are present with unequal ordering 

cycles. after that a precise mathematical expression is developed for inventory holding cost 

at the vendor. then total cost function for retailers was developed. by combining two cost 

functions for retailers and the vendor, final total cost function was derived. 

 

For solution purpose, LINGO 17.0 has been employed to determine the optimum values for 

replenishment cycle time of vendor, order quantities for retailers and vendor, basic delivery 

cycle of vendor and number of delivery cycles in one replenishment cycle of the vendor. 

Numerical example is presented to show the implementation of the mathematical model in 

a VMI system compromising three retailers and one vendor in which the demand rate is 

assumed to be stationary with time. Sensitivity analyses are also conducted to investigate the 

effect of changes in input parameters to the decision variables and total cost per unit time. 

Following results are obtained from the results of the analyses: 

 

 Changes in inventory holding costs and ordering costs of the vendor and retailers 

directly impacts the total cost per unit time. When these costs are increasing total 

cost per unit time also increases  

 

 Vendor’s ordering quantity and replenishment cycle time get affected by only the 

changes in retailer’s demand rate and vendor’s holding cost. 

 

 Decision variables of retailers, such as replenishment cycle time and ordering 
quantity also get affected by the changes in various input parameters. 

 

5.2  Recommendations 

 

Demand patterns was considered to be stationery in this study. In future researches stochastic 

demand pattern can be considered also in this study, we assumed that vendor orders the 

products from an external source with unlimited supply capacity and will meet the demand 

of the retailers without any shortages. So, in the future the constraints can be applied on 

maximum capacity of inventory holding at vendor and vendors ordering quantities. 

 

Furthermore, the model can be extended to deal with a system where multiple retailers and 

multiple vendors present. This will allow to investigate more realistic situations and 

applicable in wide range of applications. 
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APPENDICES 

 

LINGO 17.0 Program 

 
SETS: 

 

RETAILERS/1 2 3/; 

ROQ/1 2 3/; 

DRATE/1 2 3/; 

ROCOST/1 2 3/; 

INVHC/1 2 3/; 

 

 

!Number of basic delivery cycles, inventory of item should be delivered 

to retailers; 

BDC(RETAILERS)/1 2 3/:fri; 

 

!Ordering cost for retailers; 

OCR(RETAILERS)/1 2 3/:Puvi; 

 

!Demand rate for retailers; 

DRR(RETAILERS)/1 2 3/:Ri; 

 

!Inventory holding cost for retailers; 

IHCR(RETAILERS)/1 2 3/:hr; 

 

!Order quantity for retailers; 

REOQ(RETAILERS)/1 2 3/:qi; 

 

ENDSETS 

 

DATA: 

 

Pur=500; 

Puvi=100 120 130; 

Ri=50 45 70; 

hr=3 4 5; 

hv=6; 

 

 

ENDDATA 

 
MIN=(@SUM(RETAILERS(I):(Puvi(I)/(fri(I)*trd))))+(@SUM(RETAILERS(I):(fri(I

)*trd*Ri(I)*hr(I))/(2*fri(I)*trd))) 

+ Pur/(K*tv) 

+((((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-(qi(1)*X10+qi(2)*X20+qi(3)*X30))*hv*trd 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11)+qi(2)*(X20+X21)+qi(3)*(X30+X31))*hv*trd) 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32))*hv*trd) 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33))

*hv*trd) 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X24)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X24)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X

32+X33+X34))*hv*trd) 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X24+X25)+qi(3)*(X

30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35))*hv*trd) 
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+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X24+X25+X26)+

qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35+X36))*hv*trd) 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X24+X25+X

26+X27)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35+X36+X37))*hv*trd) 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17+X18)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X24+X

25+X26+X27+X28)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35+X36+X37+X38))*hv*trd) 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17+X18+X19)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X

24+X25+X26+X27+X28+X29)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35+X36+X37+X38+X39))*

hv*trd) 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17+X18+X19+X110)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+

X23+X24+X25+X26+X27+X28+X29+X210)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35+X36+X37+

X38+X39+X310))*hv*trd) 

+(((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)-

(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17+X18+X19+X110+X111)+qi(2)*(X20+X21

+X22+X23+X24+X25+X26+X27+X28+X29+X210+X211)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X3

5+X36+X37+X38+X39+X310+X311))*hv*trd))/(K*tv); 

 

!Constraints for X; 

Y10=@MOD(0,fri(1)); Y20=@MOD(0,fri(2)); Y30=@MOD(0,fri(3)); 

X10=@IF(Y10 #GT# 0,0,1); X20=@IF(Y20 #GT# 0,0,1); X30=@IF(Y30 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y11=@MOD(1,fri(1)); Y21=@MOD(1,fri(2)); Y31=@MOD(1,fri(3)); 

X11=@IF(Y11 #GT# 0,0,1); X21=@IF(Y21 #GT# 0,0,1); X31=@IF(Y31 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y12=@MOD(2,fri(1)); Y22=@MOD(2,fri(2)); Y32=@MOD(2,fri(3)); 

X12=@IF(Y12 #GT# 0,0,1); X22=@IF(Y22 #GT# 0,0,1); X32=@IF(Y32 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y13=@MOD(3,fri(1)); Y23=@MOD(3,fri(2)); Y33=@MOD(3,fri(3)); 

X13=@IF(Y13 #GT# 0,0,1); X23=@IF(Y23 #GT# 0,0,1); X33=@IF(Y33 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y14=@MOD(4,fri(1)); Y24=@MOD(4,fri(2)); Y34=@MOD(4,fri(3)); 

X14=@IF(Y14 #GT# 0,0,1); X24=@IF(Y24 #GT# 0,0,1); X34=@IF(Y34 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y15=@MOD(5,fri(1)); Y25=@MOD(5,fri(2)); Y35=@MOD(5,fri(3)); 

X15=@IF(Y15 #GT# 0,0,1); X25=@IF(Y25 #GT# 0,0,1); X35=@IF(Y35 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y16=@MOD(6,fri(1)); Y26=@MOD(6,fri(2)); Y36=@MOD(6,fri(3)); 

X16=@IF(Y16 #GT# 0,0,1); X26=@IF(Y26 #GT# 0,0,1); X36=@IF(Y36 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y17=@MOD(7,fri(1)); Y27=@MOD(7,fri(2)); Y37=@MOD(7,fri(3)); 

X17=@IF(Y17 #GT# 0,0,1); X27=@IF(Y27 #GT# 0,0,1); X37=@IF(Y37 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y18=@MOD(8,fri(1)); Y28=@MOD(8,fri(2)); Y38=@MOD(8,fri(3)); 

X18=@IF(Y18 #GT# 0,0,1); X28=@IF(Y28 #GT# 0,0,1); X38=@IF(Y38 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y19=@MOD(9,fri(1)); Y29=@MOD(9,fri(2)); Y39=@MOD(9,fri(3)); 
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X19=@IF(Y19 #GT# 0,0,1); X29=@IF(Y29 #GT# 0,0,1); X39=@IF(Y39 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y110=@MOD(10,fri(1)); Y210=@MOD(10,fri(2)); Y310=@MOD(10,fri(3)); 

X110=@IF(Y110 #GT# 0,0,1); X210=@IF(Y210 #GT# 0,0,1); X310=@IF(Y310 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

Y111=@MOD(11,fri(1)); Y211=@MOD(11,fri(2)); Y311=@MOD(11,fri(3)); 

X111=@IF(Y111 #GT# 0,0,1); X211=@IF(Y211 #GT# 0,0,1); X311=@IF(Y311 #GT# 

0,0,1); 

 

 

!Constrain for trd; 

trd>=1; 

trd<=6; 

!@GIN(trd); 

 

!Constrain for fri; 

@FOR (BDC(i):fri(i)>0); 

@FOR (BDC(i):fri(i)<=tv); 

@FOR (BDC(i):@GIN(fri(i))); 

 

 

!Constrain for K; 

K>=1; 

K<=12; 

@GIN(K); 

 

!constraints for tv; 

tv=12/K; 

@GIN(tv); 

 

!Constraints for qi; 

@FOR(REOQ(i):qi(i)=fri(i)*trd*Ri(i)); 

 

!Constrain for Q; 

 

Q=qi(1)*(12/fri(1))+qi(2)*(12/fri(2))+qi(3)*(12/fri(3)); 

 

 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10)+qi(2)*(X20)+qi(3)*(X30))*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11)+qi(2)*(X20+X21)+qi(3)*(X30+X31)

)*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22)+qi(3)*(

X30+X31+X32))*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23)

+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33))*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+

X23+X24)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34))*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+

X22+X23+X24+X25)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35))*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16)+qi(2)*(X20+

X21+X22+X23+X24+X25+X26)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35+X36))*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17)+qi(2)*(

X20+X21+X22+X23+X24+X25+X26+X27)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35+X36+X37))

*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17+X18)+qi(

2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X24+X25+X26+X27+X28)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35+X

36+X37+X38))*hv*trd; 
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((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17+X18+X19)

+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X24+X25+X26+X27+X28+X29)+qi(3)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X

34+X35+X36+X37+X38+X39))*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)>(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17+X18+X19+

X110)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X24+X25+X26+X27+X28+X29+X210)+qi(3)*(X30+X31

+X32+X33+X34+X35+X36+X37+X38+X39+X310))*hv*trd; 

((Ri(1)+Ri(2)+Ri(3))*12)=(qi(1)*(X10+X11+X12+X13+X14+X15+X16+X17+X18+X19+

X110+X111)+qi(2)*(X20+X21+X22+X23+X24+X25+X26+X27+X28+X29+X210+X211)+qi(3

)*(X30+X31+X32+X33+X34+X35+X36+X37+X38+X39+X310+X311))*hv*trd; 

 

MATLAB 2018 Program 

 
global K M trd hv PUR Xij j fri Dr Q qi L R B OR RIj Hut HC THC 

  
Dr=sym([2 2 3]); 
M = lcm(Dr) 

  
D1=50; 
D2=70; 
D3=80; 

  

  
fri = [2 2 3]; 

  
trd = 1; 
hv = 4; 

  
prompt = 'enter which point in time you want to find inventory level'; 
j = input(prompt) 
prompt = 'enter number of periods'; 
C = input(prompt) 

  
K = 2; 

  
p = j 
L = bsxfun(@rdivide,j(:),fri) 
R = mod(L,1) 
Xij = R <= 0 

  
qi(1)=fri(1).*trd.*D1 
qi(2)=fri(2).*trd.*D2 
qi(3)=fri(3).*trd.*D3 
% qi = [150 100 200] 
B = Xij.*qi 

  
OR = sum(B,2) 
Q=2400; 

  
RIj=Q+cumsum(-OR) 

  
THC = sum((trd.*hv).*RIj)./(K*M*trd)+(650./(K*M*trd)) 

  
%%**********************************************************************%

% 

  
% prompt = 'enter ordering amount of retailers'; 
% qi = input(prompt) 
prompt = 'enter order replenishment cycle time of retailers'; 
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ti = input(prompt) 

  
Puvi = [180 200 150] 

  
hri = [2 3 2] 

  
n = 1:length(Puvi); 
m = 1:length(ti); 
k = 1:length(hri); 

  
% Hr = (qi.*ti)/2; 
% Hri = Hr.*hri; 

  
%fuction for total cost 

  
% TC = (((qi.*ti)/2).*hri)+Puvi; 
TCut = ((((qi.*ti)/2).*hri)+Puvi)./ti 

  
TCpTU = sum(((((qi.*ti)/2).*hri)+Puvi)./ti) 

  
zzz=TCpTU+THC 

  

  

 

 


